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bstract

In the previous work [1], we have proposed a method to realize multi-directional pressure sensor. This follow-up work provides
n optimized structure design based on the integration of double 60◦ bend waveguides and modified center-defect photonic crystal
icrocavity to further improve sensitivity. By applying two-dimensional finite difference time domain technologies (2D-FDTD)

nd finite-element methods (FEM), we systematically investigate the variations of optical properties under applied pressure. Linear

elationships between the resonant wavelength shift and the applied pressure are obtained in three directions. The ultra-high
ensitivities and the low minimum detectable pressure in longitudinal, transverse and upright directions are 39.7 nm/�N and 1.08 nN,
0.20 nm/�N and 1.43 nN, and 0.12 nm/nN and 0.36 nN respectively.

 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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.  Introduction

Since the first demonstration [2], photonic crys-
al (PhC) nanocavities have attracted much interest
nd shown the abilities of strongly controlling pho-
ons in a wavelength-scale resonator with very low
oss [3,4]. During the past decades, PhC nanocav-
Please cite this article in press as: J. Zhou, et al. Multi-directional 
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ties with energy concentration in one- or half-
avelength cubic volume have been very beneficial

or enhancing interactions between light and matters
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in quantum-electro-dynamic phenomenon studies [5],
opto-mechanical researches [6,7], and optical sensing
applications [8–15]. Recently, attributing to the rapid
development of nano/micro-fabrication technologies,
the optical micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS)
are widely developed for various optical sensors in
micro-chip scale with fine or even higher sensitivity than
that conventional ones. PhC sensors, due to the attrac-
tive characteristics such as compact size, high sensitivity,
accurate limit of detection and easier integration, have
been a candidate to realize further minimization and high
ultra-high sensitive pressure sensor based on the integration
ct photonic crystal microcavity, Photon Nanostruct: Fundam

performance of the system.
In addition, mechanical sensing effects of PhC struc-

tures have also been reported so far [16–25]. Xu et al.
[16] demonstrated a micro displacement sensor based
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on PhC line-defect resonant cavity structure by moni-
toring the intensity of transmission spectra as a token
of the displacement. Lee et al. [18,19] proposed stress
sensors with high sensitivity based on PhC which mea-
sured changes in the resonant frequency in transmission
spectra when forces were applied on the cantilever. Yang
et al. [20] demonstrated PhC stress sensor with high sen-
sitivity in double directions based on shoulder-coupled
aslant nanocavity. Lu and Lee [22] proposed the stress
sensor utilized double-layered photonic crystal cavity.
Tung et al. [23] investigated the strain sensing effect
in modified single-defect photonic crystal nanocavity.
In addition, Yang et al. [25] presented the torsion-free
photonic crystal pressure sensor with ultra-high sensi-
tivity based on side-coupled piston-type microcavity.
However, in these studies, the generated stress on these
measurements was just taken along in one or two direc-
tions.

In this paper, we demonstrate a pressure sensor
with ultra-high sensitivity based on the integra-
tion of double ultra-low-loss 60◦ bend wavegui-
des and high quality factor modified center-defect
photonic crystal microcavity in three directions
(x–y–z (transverse–longitudinal–upright)). The architec-
ture consists of a modified center-defect microcavity
coupled to two symmetrical W1 waveguides, which
combines unique advantages of double optimized
photonic crystal 60◦ bend waveguides and modified
center-defect microcavity. In this configuration, the res-
onant cavity is placed between two terminated Γ  –K
waveguides that are displaced along the Γ  –M  direc-
tion. The whole structure is symmetric with respect
to its center to obtain a stronger coupling strength.
The cavity is shoulder-coupled [26] to leak the light
inside the cavity onto the output waveguide for detect-
ing the resonance wavelength in transmittance spectra.
With this pressure sensor fixed on the base, the pres-
sure is measured by the resonance wavelength shift,
which is caused through the mechanical deformation of
microcavity resonator. The linear relationship between
the applied pressure and corresponding structural vari-
ation is calculated and analyzed by finite-element
method (FEM). The basic model properties and opti-
cal spectra response for structural variations will be
investigated by finite difference time domain (FDTD)
simulations. The theoretically calculated sensitivities of
39.70 nm/�N in longitudinal direction, 30.20 nm/�N in
transverse direction and 0.12 nm/nN in upright direc-
Please cite this article in press as: J. Zhou, et al. Multi-directional 
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tion are obtained. The minimum detectable pressure is
approximately of 1.08 nN, 1.43 nN, and 0.36 nN in longi-
tudinal, transverse and upright directions for this model,
respectively.
 PRESS
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2.  PhC  structure  design

In this paper, Yang et al. [30] have demonstrated
the fundamental schematic of the modified center-defect
photonic crystal microcavity and the directions of physi-
cal variation applied, which consists of two sections. One
section is a movable substrate which is located below the
whole device. PhC structure as a pressure sensing ele-
ment is placed on the substrate, the center of the PhC
structure is fixed and the other side boundaries are free
in order to generate deformation when the boundaries are
under applied pressure. Pressure generated by applying
stress to the free-boundary of PhC structure will be paral-
lel to the light propagation direction, so-called transverse
pressure, and the pressure that is perpendicular to the
light propagation direction is called longitudinal pres-
sure. The designed structure is the triangular lattice
silicon (Si, nsi = 3.4) which is composed of PhC micro-
cavity shoulder-coupled between two W1 waveguide and
the PhC structure centro-symmetric as shown in Fig. 1.
Here PhC microcavity is achieved by adding a nanohole
in the center of the H2-cavity [31]. Additionally, the
three outer holes on the two sides of the defect are mod-
ified to improve in-plane confinement of light, while the
other holes remain constant. The radius of air holes is
136 nm (r  = 0.32a) and the lattice constant is a  = 425 nm.
The other section consists of the Si-strip trestle and an
inserted rod located on the PhC microcavity. Meanwhile,
we also believe that this proposed pressure sensor struc-
ture can benefit our efforts toward realizing fully valuable
photonics and sensor societies. In this paper, light source
is placed at the head of input waveguide and monitor is
placed at the end of output waveguide. Additionally, a
preliminary analysis of the structure has been performed
by using the open source FDTD software Meep [34,35]
to calculate the transmission spectra and field profile.

As shown in Fig. 1(b), the PhC microcavity is
shoulder-coupled between two W1 waveguides and PhC
structure is centro-symmetric in top view. Air holes in
the W1 waveguide are removed until the hole along
the direction (60◦ aslant direction) of PhC microcavity
to achieve the best coupling strength. The transmission
can be very high because the light-wave experiences the
least difference between propagating along the straight
waveguide and through the bend waveguide [36–40]. As
a result, in order to minimize the loss caused by the
mode patterns mismatch between the guided modes in
the straight waveguide (Γ  –K  direction) and the wave-
ultra-high sensitive pressure sensor based on the integration
ct photonic crystal microcavity, Photon Nanostruct: Fundam

guide bend (Γ  –M  direction), we move the air holes (blue
holes at the corner of the bend) oppositely along the sym-
metric axis of the bend and change these holes radius
to optimize the bend performance. The air holes have
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First, changes in the geometry of the PhC when sub-
ig. 1. (a) The schematic diagram of modified center-defect PhC mic
arameters of the PhC structure. Here lattice shift Sx = 0.32a, air-hole
o color in text, the reader is referred to the web version of this article

he radii of rx  = 0.32a, and they are moved by 0.32a
Sx = 0.32a) oppositely along the symmetric axis of the
end (the Γ  –M  direction). Then, a nanohole is added
n the center of H2-cavity of the proposed PhC micro-
avity. Here, the air-hole radius r1 and r2 are set to be
.38a, and 0.19a, respectively. The radius of the modi-
ed center-defect nanohole is r0. We use Meep to design
nd optimize the cavity about the dependence of the
entral nanohole (r0) so that two main optical charac-
eristics are taken to be considered: resonant frequency
nd quality factor. The radius of nanohole r0 varies from

 to 0.22a  with an increment of 0.02a. Fig. 2 shows
he variation tendency of the resonant frequency and
uality factor in terms of the central nanohole radius
0. From Fig. 2, we observe the resonant frequency is
Please cite this article in press as: J. Zhou, et al. Multi-directional 
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ushed toward to higher frequencies when the central
anohole radius increases. This is because the larger cen-
ral nanohole radius provides more low-dielectric region
nside the cavity. When r0 = 0.15a  and the resonant

ig. 2. Results of FDTD calculations showing resonant frequencies
nd quality factors as function of central nanohole radius r0 ranging
rom r0 = 0 to r0 = 0.22a.
 and optimized double 60◦ bend waveguides design; (b) the detailed
rx = 0.32a, r1 = 0.38a, r2 = 0.19a. (For interpretation of the references

frequency ω  = 0.2766 (2πc/a), the highest quality factor
Q = 3.6 ×  104 is obtained because the maximum mode
field overlap is realized in this structure. Therefore, we
employ this optimized model to realize high-sensitivity
sensor. Fig. 3 shows the calculated output transmission
spectrum of TE-like polarized light-wave when the geo-
metric parameters of Sx, rx, r1, r2 and r0 are adjusted to
0.32a, 0.32a, 0.38a, 0.19a  and 0.15a, respectively.

3.  FEM  simulated  structural  variation

3.1.  Structural  variation  in  longitudinal  and
transverse directions
ultra-high sensitive pressure sensor based on the integration
ct photonic crystal microcavity, Photon Nanostruct: Fundam

ject to pressure are analyzed using commercial FEM
software ANSYSTM 13.0. Then, these variations in

Fig. 3. FDTD spectrum, the inset shows the amplified image of the
resonant peak and intensity profile of a simulation showing the corre-
sponding output transmission degenerate mode, respectively.
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Fig. 4. Deformation of PhC structure under applied pressure using 

Deformation contour plot of the model under −0.4 �N pressure load, 

PhC structure.(For interpretation of the references to color in this figu

geometry, such as the position or shape of air holes,
are used as input parameters for FDTD simulation in
order to obtain the transmission spectrum. In this sub-
section, the sensing effects are evaluated for two different
cases: longitudinal pressure (Fy) and transverse pressure
(Fx). The pressure F  is applied on the free boundaries of
the PhC structure and the induced variation for different
geometries will be calculated according to Young’s mod-
ule. The material is assumed to be isotropic, linear, and
elastic. The structural responses are calculated by solv-
ing material elasticity matrix according to Hoke’s Law
under Mindlin assumption [22]. Moreover, the density
(ρ), Young’s module (Y0), and Poisson ratio (σ) of silicon
are 2330 kg/m3, 1.31 ×  1011 Pa, and 0.27, respectively.
The deformation of PhC structure under different applied
pressure is all solved every substep. By using FEM,
we simulate the structural variation under the applied
pressure, where the pressures considered are 0.1 �N,
−0.1 �N, 0.2 �N, −0.2 �N, 0.3 �N, −0.3 �N, 0.4 �N,
Please cite this article in press as: J. Zhou, et al. Multi-directional 
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and −0.4 �N (The F  means compression and the −F
means tension). This clearly shows that air holes are dis-
torted and relocated. The new positions and shapes of
the air holes are calculated as shown in schematically in
imulation in (a) transverse direction and (b) longitudinal direction.
ashed framed parts show that the initial and under-pressure shapes of
d, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 4. Fig. 4(a) and (b) shows the deformed PhC struc-
ture contour plot of displacement vector sum with the
pressure of −0.4 �N in two directions, respectively. In
the end, the changes of position and shape of air holes
are used as the input parameters in FDTD simulation.

3.2.  Structural  variation  in  upright  direction

The inserted rod is located on the modified center-
defect microcavity and attached to a Si-strip which can
be deformed by applied pressure. Due to the pressure
displacement of Si-strip, the depth of inserted rod in the
modified center-defect microcavity will be changed, as
demonstrated in Ref. [1]. Yang et al. [1] showed that the
structural variation �h  (the insert depth change of rod)
was dependent on the mechanical properties of the top
Si-strip when the applied pressure F  was on the Si-strip.
In this subsection, the sensing effects are evaluated for
the upright direction.
ultra-high sensitive pressure sensor based on the integration
ct photonic crystal microcavity, Photon Nanostruct: Fundam

Fig. 5(a) shows the schematic for the top Si-strip.
The Si-strip membrane is with length and width of
lstrip = 50 �m and w = 10 �m, respectively. In FEM simu-
lations, the calculated Si-strip membrane is divided into
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Fig. 5. (a) Schematic illustration of the top Si-strip membrane in FEM simulation. (b) The simulated pressure displacement distribution of the top
Si-strip membrane when the applied pressure F = 50 nN. (c) The simulated PhC lattice displacement distribution of the inserted rod into the modified
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membrane is 0.51 nm/nN. Due to the longer length of
top Si-strip membrane, larger structural variation than
that in [25] is obtained under the same applied pressure
F.
enter-defect microcavity. (d) The simulated PhC lattice displacement
For interpretation of the references to color in text, the reader is refer

 ×  50 units and each unit area is 2 �m2, where the
pplied pressure F  is applied on the center of top Si-strip
embrane (the red unit, mechanical stress area). The
i-strip membrane properties and structural response
alculated method have been proposed in Section 4.1. By
pplying FEM simulation, the Si-strip membrane struc-
ural variation (�h) when the applied pressure F  = 50 nN
s shown in Fig. 5(b). Fig. 6(c) presents that the deformed
hC structure contour plot of displacement vector sum
hen the inserted rod into the modified center-defect
icrocavity under the condition of applied pressure

 = 50 nN. From Fig. 5(c)–(e), when the rod is inserted
nto the central hole by the applied pressure on the
op Si-strip membrane, the structure around the cen-
ral nanohole is only slightly influenced. Therefore, the
pproach of point applying pressure and the overlap of
tress-applying and stress-sensing regions will not limit
he flexibility in realistic situations. In addition, the tor-
ion causing deviation from the lattice structure has been
liminated. Therefore, the proposed microcavity in the
Please cite this article in press as: J. Zhou, et al. Multi-directional 
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pright direction is torsion-free, relatively stable, and can
e used to large pressure sensing range applications.

From the above FEM simulation results, we obtain
he relationship between the applied pressure F  and the
tion in x–y plane. (e) Schematic of the PhC lattice geometry changes.
e web version of this article.)

structural variation �h, as shown in Fig. 6. The calcu-
lated structural variation rate Sh–F of the top Si-strip
ultra-high sensitive pressure sensor based on the integration
ct photonic crystal microcavity, Photon Nanostruct: Fundam

Fig. 6. The simulated relationship between the applied pressure and
structural variation (�h). The red solid-line is the linear regression
result. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend,
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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ength u
uble dir
Fig. 7. (a) Transmittance spectra showing the shift the resonant wavel
wavelength shift corresponding to the change in applied pressure in do
is referred to the web version of this article.)

4.  FDTD  simulations  and  sensing  characteristic
discussion

4.1.  Result  and  discussion  in  longitudinal  and
transverse  directions

Through the design and discussion in Section 4.1,
we demonstrate and analyze the performance (sensitivity
and resolution) by FDTD simulation. Both tension and
compression are considered in Fig. 7. Fig. 7(a) shows
the shift in the resonant wavelength results from the
longitudinal pressure. Under longitudinal tensile pres-
sure, the resonant wavelength tends to shift to a longer
wavelength (red shift), whereas it tends toward a shorter
Please cite this article in press as: J. Zhou, et al. Multi-directional 
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wavelength (blue shift) under transverse tensile pres-
sure. We also find the intensity of the wavelength peak
is pushed down a litter when the longitudinal com-
pressive pressure or transverse tensile pressure becomes

Fig. 8. (a) Simulation of transmission spectra of PhC pressure sensor under d
of the change in applied pressure. (For interpretation of the references to colo
nder different applied pressure in longitudinal direction. (b) Resonant
ections. (For interpretation of the references to color in text, the reader

larger. This decay is mainly caused by the bigger shape
and change of air holes around the microcavity. In
addition, the reduction of intensity is related to the vari-
ation of coupling waveguides. With the results from
FEM and FDTD simulations plugging into the expres-
sion in [22], the wavelength shifts are calculated to
be 39.7 nm/�N and 30.2 nm/�N for longitudinal and
transverse pressure, respectively. Furthermore, with the
calculated expression in [25], the minimum detectable
pressure variation δF  obtained is 1.08 nN and 1.43 nN
in the longitudinal and transverse direction. Compared
with the ring-resonator based pressure sensor demon-
strated by Zhao et al. [41], where the pressure sensitivity
was only 0.65 nm/�N, the sensitivity presented in this
ultra-high sensitive pressure sensor based on the integration
ct photonic crystal microcavity, Photon Nanostruct: Fundam

work is largely enhanced. Meanwhile, in contrast with
the L3-type resonator cavity based pressure sensor
demonstrated by Yang et al. [20], where the minimum
detectable pressure variation was 44 nN, the minimum

ifferent applied pressure. (b) Resonant wavelength shift as a function
r in text, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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etectable pressure variation realized in this work is
harply reduced. The relationship between the applied
ressure and resonant shift is linear in the applied pres-
ure range. The linear relationship predicts that it is
easible way to sensing pressure with this micaocav-
ty structure. Fig. 7(b) shows the simulation results for
he shift in the resonant wavelength due to the applied
ressure in the longitudinal and transverse direction. The
hifts in double directions are at the same level indicating
hat this designed microcavity can reduce the anisotropic
roperty of traditional pressure sensors.

.2.  Result  and  discussion  in  upright  direction

Based on the design and the discussion of the depend-
nce of PhC modified center-defect on the inserted rod
nd mechanical characteristic in Section 4.2, the upright
irectional pressure sensor design and performance will
e investigated in this section. By applying the FDTD
imulation and FEM method, we calculate the transmit-
ance spectra for different values of the applied pressure.
s seen from Fig. 8(a), the resonant wavelength peak

ends toward a longer wavelength (red shift) when the
pplied pressure increases. As expected, the insert depth
f rod is increased as the applied pressure improves.
ccordingly, the cavity resonant wavelength is pushed

oward to longer wavelength because of the increase in
igh-dielectric material in the cavity region. As seen in
ig. 8(b), the resonant wavelength shift is linearly pro-
ortional to the applied pressure. Thus, the sensitivity
f pressure sensor is equal to 0.12 nm/nN. In addition,
he calculated minimum detectable pressure variation is
.36 nN. Compared with the side-coupled piston-type
icrocavity based pressure sensor investigated by Yang

t al. [25], though where the pressure sensitivity is supe-
ior to that in this work, the minimum detectable pressure
ariation is reduced by two-fold.

.  Conclusions

In this work, a nanoscale photonic crystal pressure
ensor based on the integration of optimized double
0◦ bend waveguides and modified center-defect micro-
avity is demonstrated. The applied pressure can be
easured via the output transmission spectrum shift.
ighly sensitive pressure sensing performance in three
irections has been investigated. The pressure-induced
ptical properties of PhC microcavity are theoretically
Please cite this article in press as: J. Zhou, et al. Multi-directional 
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tudied by using the combination of FEM and FDTD
imulations. The results highlight a linear relationship
etween the applied pressure and the shift in the reso-
ant wavelength. The high sensitivities of 39.70 nm/�N

[
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in longitudinal direction, 30.20 nm/�N in transverse
direction and 0.12 nm/nN in upright direction are
obtained, respectively. The low minimum detectable
pressure is estimated to be as small as 1.08 nN, 1.43 nN
and 0.36 nN in longitudinal, transverse and upright direc-
tion, respectively. The initially obtained results from this
study call for further research to apply this proposed PhC
microcavity structure to large-scale multi-directional
pressure sensor array integration.
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